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Background and Significance Wet etching of glass by hydrofluoric acid is widely used in 
microfabrication, but is limited by the isotropic nature of the process that leads to rounded sidewalls and 
a 90° angle between the etch front and the surface of the substrate. For many applications such as 
microvalving, or for further processing such as spin-coating, well controlled, gently sloping sidewalls 
are often preferred.  
Methodology Here, we present a new approach for forming straight facets and for adjusting of the 
sidewall angle in wet-etched glass substrates by controlling the lateral dissolution of an etch mask during 
etching. We introduce two methods for controlling the sidewall angle. The first one is based on adjusting 
the thickness of Ti which controls the lateral etch rate, and thus the angle; the thinner the Ti, the slower 
its lateral etch rate and the steeper the angle in the etched glass. The second method involves a cathodic 
bias applied to the Ti-Au etch mask which again regulates the dissolution rate of Ti; the more negative 
the bias the slower the lateral etch rate. Both methods offer accurate control of the sidewall angle over a 
wide range, can readily be integrated into existing fabrication processes, and will be particularly useful 
for making channels with trapezoidal cross-sections, valve seats with gentle profiles, or for patterning 
uelectrodes across and inside of microfluidic channels. 
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Figure 1: (a) Process flow for etching glass with controlled, gentle sidewall angles. (b) micrograph  
showing etched glass with dynamically tuned sidewall using an electrical potential. The inset shows the 
profile. 
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Background and Significance InN has attracted more and more attention due to its low bandgap  
(0.7eV) , low electron effective mass (m*~0.006 me) and high electron mobility (4400cm2V-1s-1).These 
properties  make InN promising for future high-speed electronics. However, almost all the recent reports 
on InN are based on n-type samples, which possess high electron concentration and high residual charge 
accumulation on the surface. Hence, the intrinsic InN single nanowire structure without radial 
inhomogeneity and the electrical transport measurements based on it are demanded for revealing 
intrinsic properties of InN.  
 
Methodology InN single nanowire devices are fabricated at the McGill Nanotools facilities. The 
vertical-standing epitaxial intrinsic InN single nanowire, grown by molecular beam epitaxial (MBE), are 
made lying on new substrates transferred by ultra-sonic IPA bath. E-beam lithography (EBL) is then 
employed to make the electrodes for a single nanowire. Because of the small size of the nanowire (~100 
nm in diameter, ~1um in length), it requires extremely sharp exposure edge and precise stage movement 
during the EBL process. Hence, we have divided the electrodes fabrication process into two exposure 
steps. The first exposure is achieved with extremely precise position control, giving two small electrode 
pads lying exactly on the nanowire with a sharp and small gap. The second step is used to fabricate the 
larger electrode pads, for wire bonding, with larger position precise tolerance. InN single nanowire 
contact was successfully achieved after e-beam evaporation of electrode metal and lift-off processes 
following the above EBL process. Electrical transport measurements for the single nanowire device 
were done at 77K (nitrogen) and 4K (helium) temperature by means of a quasi-DC lock-in technique. 
The I-V curves for the device are presented below. The basic parameters such as carrier concentration, 
Fermi level, and possible residual charge accumulation are the subject of current studies.  
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Figure: (a) SEM image for successful single nanowire device. (b) I-V curve for single nanowire device 
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